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Art And Design In Hop
On a recent Thursday, the lithe 36-year-old in black sneakers with a hint of sparkle in her makeup for special effect stationed herself before a computer camera set up in a Santa Rosa warehouse to ...
At this Santa Rosa nonprofit, the arts lend power and voice to everyone
HOTA launches ArtKeeper to put artists on payroll, call outs for Writing NSW Varuna Fellowships and 2022 Newcastle Fringe, Bundanon Trust Artist-in-Residence winners plus a spectacular lineup of ...
Opportunities and Awards Wrap
Recent luxury hotel designs have evolved with visual identities associated with urban fine art and design. Now, those guests who need to sense the artistic soul of a city need not leave the hotel. Day ...
The Opening of W Philadelphia: A Celebration Of The Urban Present Through Art And Design
Welcome to your complimentary September digital edition of Atlanta magazine. In this issue we provide our readers with a preview of the Atlanta Fall Arts Scene, a review of Atlanta’s growing ...
Atlanta Magazine’s September 2021 Issue, brought to you by Atlanta Center for Cosmetic Dentistry
The DJ, producer, visual artist and one-half of Calgary’s Sargeant X Comrade is tight-lipped when asked to give more than the vaguest description of his artwork that will be sold as a fundraiser for ...
Calgary's Sargeant X Comrade to mix music and 'crypto art' with Mo Gravy Records; Drop new single with K-Riz
Webkinz, the stuffed plush toy that has come to life since the early 2000's, is still going strong online. While production of the physical plush animals has slowed down, Ganz now has 2 different ...
Webkinz’s OG Creative Director Answers 25 Questions We All Had As Kids
Darrell “Artistic” Roberts of Chi-ROCK Nation has worked to document Chicago hip-hop culture for more than three decades—and now he’s finally publishing a book.
Fighting for Chicago’s place in hip-hop history
Artist Cey Adams is the founding creative director of Def Jam Records and behind some of the world’s most popular rap album cover art.
Artist Cey Adams of Def Jam Records to Host Drink and Draw Workshop in BK
beach club will feature XSET-themed gaming cabanas, complete with custom XSET gaming consoles and design. VIP guests at the nightclub ... "They are the number one hip hop club in the world — and ...
XSET and Drai's Announce Groundbreaking Partnership in Las Vegas
Mersiv is quickly becoming one of the hottest EDM artists in America, but his rise to fame was never as simple as it may have seemed.
The Pretty, Dark and Loud Journey of Mersiv
Many Bay Area theater troupes have altered their fall schedules due to COVID concerns, but there are still shows to watch this fall.
Fall arts 2021: Bay Area stage shows find a way to go on
FOOT Looming large on the grounds of Contemporary Arts International, also known as YV Art Museum, is Viktor Lois’s “The Acton Big-Foot.” The steel sculpture, standing 23 feet tall and weighing 7.5 ...
Whatâ€™s happening in the arts world
The man behind Guntu is award-winning architect, Yasushi Horibe, a professor of architecture at the Graduate School of the Kyoto University of Art and Design, and a recipient of the 2016 ...
In Japan, a floating ryokan that lets guests enjoy stunning views and island-hop
Hip-hop has five creative elements (MC ... will have a focus similar to the USC Academy – which focuses on arts and design, engineering and computer science, business and venture management ...
New school planned by Dr. Dre and Jimmy Iovine seeks to teach blend of skills to prepare students for real-world jobs
“The Smithsonian Anthology of Hip-Hop and Rap,” a 129-song boxed set ... the “Anthology” is an impressive work of scholarship, design and logistics. It is, of course, unavoidably flawed ...
How Do You Capture Four Decades of Hip-Hop? Very Broadly.
Nishan: I am mainly in charge of adding songs to the playlist… I’m more in touch with modern hip-hop, so whenever new songs come out, I find out. And if they’re good I add them to the playlist. I also ...
Hit The Beatz — an Internet radio station which is all about hip-hop
Art Encounter announced the addition of four new board members to its Board of Directors, Meleika Gardner, Gail Kahn, Carrie Kane and Ahadi White. Meleika ...
Art Encounter announces two new members to its Board of Directors
Maximise your autumnal staycations with day trips out of UK cities to visit the glorious villages and countrysides less than an our away by train ...
The best super-sized city breaks for September – including London to Surrey and a South of France trio
Cleveland's Hip Hop collective Mourning ... Parsons School of Design, visual artist Corrie Slawson went on to earn her Masters at Kent State. Her work representing environmental and social equities ...
Cleveland Arts Prize Announces 2021 Award Winners
"Hip hop reminded me of being ... Hsu is currently getting her Masters in Media Design at Emerson, and says Martinez reaching out to her was helpful in getting her art back on track. " ...
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